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Abstract—-This research extends work examining the career
outcomes and experiences of the graduate students in information
technology and computer science who completed a capstone
program. This study sought to find results going deeper into the
factors and traversing them in order to establish useful relation
between the influencing factors and capstone programs. The data
helps in analysis of what factors are be more important in success
of the participants of the capstone program. It also helps with
planning and shaping the curriculum in a way that it overcomes
the flaws and shortcomings. This study also helps in highlighting
the patterns of success and thus enable the stakeholders to better
shape the participants of the capstone program hence creating
more value out of it for the participants. Since the previous
showed that participants of the capstone program were better
equipped to survive in the industry, this study enhances the scope
and brings to light the key factors that the industry requires.
In order to gather research on the benefits to social equity of
graduates who took a capstone course a survey was created
and deployed. The survey was revised many times in order to
ensure the questions provided value to the research and as many
participants possible would complete the survey.

Index Terms—Capstone, placement, education, equity, gender,
industry, racial, ethnic, planning, diversity

I. INTRODUCTION

A previous research focused on the alumni and control
groups within the alumni populous to see and measure the
impact of the capstone program. The research focused on
the differences set between the two samples of population
because of taking or not taking the capstone program. This
study focuses on more than one aspect of capstone. While
analyzing the surveys with respect to the alumni placement,
time of placement, monetary aspects, and their views on the
capstone program.

The focus of this continuation is the alumni and their expe-
rience with the capstone project and their life after the project
which involves getting to know their placement difficulties and
other factors that might be involved. Research prior to this
have done very little work on this and that is mainly because
there is now see a shift in learning paradigm of students where
the focus of learning is now the internet and has greatly shifted
as compared when teachers were the biggest source. This
research creates a foundation where more work can be done
in order to make the capstone projects even more valuable for
the students.

Capstone projects at the Pace University for information
technology started as a form of applied learning where the

students would take part in projects and learn the real-world
scenarios and work under similar conditions. For this purpose,
every student would be sorted into different teams and as a
part of that team they would work to deliver a real-life product
or a solution to a real client. This project imparted skills
to the students that are not a part of the technical training.
Students learnt the soft-skills required in the field and got to
practice their expertise and apply the knowledge they have
gained throughout the university years.

This helped them learn the complexities they were to face
in the real world and learn the fact that there always has to be
a creative side to technology in order for it to solve a problem
efficiently. These projects present a unique opportunity to
study, develop, and plan for the upcoming generations as we
can carefully study the data gathered from this, as explained
earlier. In addition to the survey data there are other factors
to analyze, what influences the performance of an individual,
what are the reasons for late job placements, and what could
be factors for timely placements, good compensations, and
better salary. Planning and systemically dealing with factors
hindering the success of students would be very helpful in
shaping the students according to the industry needs and cover
the gap between the industry and the academia.

II. METHODOLOGY

This section outlines the resources and tools we needed in
order to complete our project. Many of the tools used in this
study are free online platforms. One of the primary resources
will be the responses we receive to our online survey. This
will provide a sufficient data pool needed to draw conclusions
about how graduates felt about their capstone experience.

Survey Questions for Graduates

1) Have you taken a capstone course at Pace University
and, if so, do you agree to participate in this anonymous
survey about capstone courses and job search?

2) What school were you enrolled in?
3) Please enter your major at Pace University.
4) What was your first job title after graduation?
5) Please describe your job function for your first job

after graduation. (I.E. Data Analysis, Nurse Practitioner,
Financial Manager, Mechanical Engineer, IT)

6) What were the most significant skills that you developed
through the capstone course?



7) If you developed a technical skill during your capstone
course, what was that skill?

8) Which of the following did you find to be most sig-
nificant in improving your candidacy for your first job
after graduation. (Capstone Couse, Internship, Certifica-
tion, Additional Training, On campus work/Student Job,
Other )

9) What were the methodologies you implemented in you
post-gradation job search? (Select all that apply)

10) How long did it take to get a job in your field post-
graduation?

11) What was your salary you received in your job post-
graduation? (Less than 50K/ 50K - 74,999/ 75k - 99,999
/ 100k - 149,999 / 150K+)

12) In your opinion, how would you rate the relevance and
importance of taking a capstone course for educational
purposes?

13) In your opinion, how would you rate the relevance and
importance of taking a capstone course in relation to
securing a job post-graduation? How else could capstone
courses improve student’s ability to get a job after
graduation?

14) In your opinion, how could capstone courses be im-
proved to increase a student’s ability to get a job after
graduation?

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

Capstone projects can be denoted as a conclusion course
for Pace University students. Capstone projects allow Sei-
denberg students to apply relevant course material, research
topics/theories adjacent to course of study and allows students
to gain exposure to understand how their course material or
major of study can be applied/be of use in a real world
situation.

The following research being presented, illustrates the value
and the efficiency of the Capstone Project. Many students have
shown to gain value in these projects as it does allow them to
research topics of interest and be able to apply their relevant
course material. According to a research interview with a Pace
University Alumni, who in fact did complete their Capstone
Project, he found that completing his capstone project aided
him in achieving full understanding on how his IT major, can
be applied in real world situations which would assist him in
future career paths and situations. In this personal interview,
Milan Ganatra who is a recent 2020 Pace university Grad
student, stated during his completion of the capstone project
he found values that helped him in his future career path, such
as building a network, experience in outreach and developing
case studies, but he also found discontent with the theoretical
structure being implemented to complete them. He found, the
structure and rigid guidelines presented by the course professor
held back creativity and expansion for growth for the capstone
project to be more profound when completed with the rigid
and strict guidelines that must be followed [1].

Capstone Projects are noted to involve different components
such as outreach, investigations, compounded theories, exterior

research and analysis. These different components have out-
standing and extraordinary benefits. Students who completed
capstone projects found that during an outreach stage, they
gain experience in communication and were able to build a
network of individuals who are in the similar field as them.
Another capstone component is the investigation, which is
researching the topic of interest and looking into case studies
that are applicable. During this stage, students who completed
similar work were able to apply relevant coursework to reach
a common phenomenon across their investigation and case
studies [1].

With the research that will be presented throughout this
paper, it will illustrate conclusive and uniform theoretical
guidance to assure an analysis of capstone projects offering
value and incentives for students. It can be illustrated, similar
research and investigations have shown, some students to be
discontent with the values they seem to be find inconclusive to
their major of study. Some students did find capstone projects
to be difficult to complete [7]. Formal research in value of the
capstone project are showing indications of both depreciation
and appreciation for the values that are being presented and
for the efficiency of completing the project.

A method of understanding and researching the value in
capstone projects can be sought by a thorough analysis of
case studies pertaining to capstone projects and their value
attached to them. A case study of a capstone project which
was conducted by Virginia Military Institute (VMI), which
had a system of the instructor of the course responsible for
mentorship and class general management and broken into 8
teams of two students a total of 16 students in this course.
One student from the team would be assigned by the instructor
as a project manager or a supervisor in which would provide
accountability and leadership for a completed execution of the
project.

For this case study, two CIS students volunteered to be
assigned to develop and execute an interactive virtual

Fig. 1: Flow of execution [8].

map for the VMI campus. This software was in crucial
demand by first time visitors and new incoming students
for this institution. Currently before the execution of a new
and improved VMI interactive virtual map application with
web search capabilities, students were forced to use a static
map which was not interactive nor had web based searching
capabilities.

This capstone project assignment was sought previously
by CIS Senior students, but was never completed until in
2015 when two students of the CIS capstone project course
volunteered to take this assignment on as their capstone project
for the two semesters. The two students who volunteered en-
visioned this project would make VMI profound and reflect a
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more robust professional image of an institute that is allowing
their students to solve and develop solutions for ongoing or
future issues. With this being said, it was clearly shown this
capstone course allowed students to be given the chance to
explore and apply current or previous knowledge to solve or
design solutions for current or future real life situations or
problems.

Fig. 2: The Software Architecture [8].

This Capstone Course project was broken into two
semesters, in which the first semester would be used for
initiation, planning, and developing a formal proposal of the
project and the second semester would be used for execution
and conclusion of the project’s deliverable. This project goal
was to develop a virtual map software which allowed students
to see what buildings looked like and to allow searching
capabilities to obtain information about VMI. This mapping
software planned to utilize a JSON database, CSS style and
formats and Javascript would be running the functions such
as pop-up windows and where queried information would be
presented. Each of the landmarks would contain attributes that
allows users to search and utilize to obtain information about
buildings/locations to create a seamless flow in the application
[8].

In another paper the researchers talk about how the course
should always be evolving in order cater to newer market
conditions and how the modernization of technology and
intro- duction of new methods and architectures affect the
outcomes of the capstone project. This is a challenging course
to design considering the diverse range and nature of students
that are enrolled in the course. The main purpose of this
course is to apply all the lesson that have been learned by
the students in their early semesters [5]. In this aspect it was
discovered that the capstone courses lack some aspects and
do not cater everyone, including an incidental discovery that
not all students are as capable programmers as others [6].
The suggestion was made after taking into consideration the

Fig. 3: The suggested approach to capstone projects [6].

feedback of students and other aspects regarding the capstone
projects [6].

IV. SURVEY

For the surveys, pace university has some very advanced
tools for surveying the student population. The Qualtrics Soft-
ware system is a very useful and powerful tool that provides an
undenied advantage to any researcher that is looking to gather
data through surveys from a specific audience. Qualtrics is
very good at analyzing open ended responses that are usually
in a textual format. Researchers always have issues with
quantifying the qualitative data, Qualtrics helps with managing
that data. It also provides the researches with reporting and vi-
sualisation tools that are intelligent enough to give suggestions
in the matter. It also provides great features such as filtering
the results. Putting multiple filters the researchers can access
certain information that might be caught otherwise. It creates
an end to end environment from collection of data to make a
sense of that data.

In order to gather the necessary data to make an informed
determination on the effectiveness of capstone courses helping
graduates secure successful careers; A survey was needed that
would provide feedback from graduates. First, we created a
document with a list of our survey questions. According to
Pew Research Center the method to create your questions
is dictated by the data you will need to gather; “There are
several steps involved in developing a survey questionnaire.
The first is identifying what topics will be covered in the
survey [3]. The participants have to be taking a capstone
course, the information needed is how successful they were
after graduation. The survey focuses on the participants’ career
after graduation. The questions went through many different
iterations and revisions. Consultations with the customer, Dr.
Jane Shmidt, provided valuable input on the survey questions.
Quantifying the impact of capstone courses was going to be
difficult. The questions needed to ask graduates if they felt
that capstone courses helped them in pursuing a job because
how could they definitively prove one way or another that it
did. In some cases, a participant could prove this with tangible
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evidence however in many cases there may not be a singular
item that can be pointed to prove whether the capstone course
helped. However, there are many other questions that can be
asked to find causality between capstone courses and career
success. These questions include average salary, the amount
of time before securing a job post- graduation and if the job
is related to a project created during a capstone course.

The survey mostly utilizes Yes or no No, or fill-in questions.
This will increase the amount of data we gather because it
will encourage participants to answer all the questions before
closing the survey. If a participant can check off the answer
that most applies to them rather than typing their response,
they are more likely to answer the question. Our survey has
9 fill in questions, and 5 open texts questions. Every article
concerning survey design stresses the importance of keeping
the survey short in order to increase participation. “Keep Your
Questionnaire Short. Respondents are less likely to answer
a long questionnaire than a short one, and often pay less
attention to questionnaires which seem long, monotonous, or
boring” [4]. The team’s first open text question is towards
the beginning of our survey, but it is still a simple answer. It
is “What is your current position?” this is a question people
frequently answer bother in their personal and professional
lives. Due to this most jobs can be stated as a simple phrases
or acronym, so the open text question asking about position
should not deter participants.

There are two questions with logic features to help preserve
our data integrity. The first logic question is at the beginning on
our consent form. Before the participant can see any questions,
they must agree to the consent form. If they do not, the survey
closes, and they cannot go further. The second question also
has a logic feature. It is the question “Did you take a capstone
course while studying at Pace University?” If the participant
answers No the survey ends and they cannot proceed. This
will prevent participants who have not taken the capstone
course from corrupting the data with their responses. When
distributing the survey, it will be convey that the survey is
only meant for graduates who have taken a capstone course.
However, there could still be people who partake in the survey
even if they have not. This question will prevent that issue.

The survey is rolled out to two groups, the first group
consists of the alumni of Pace University and the second
group is a mixed sample from other universities who were
a part of a capstone program. The purpose of having two
groups is to compare and analyse data relative to a benchmark.
This provides details and accuracy in the result set. As stated,
the survey was deployed to two areas. An email list received
from the customer and the Seidenberg alumni LinkedIn group.
The email list contained 829 emails that were received from
a query run through the Pace graduate database. The query
was refined to graduates of 2019 that belonged to the schools
Dyson, Seidenberg, and Lubin. From the email deployment 41
participants started the survey while 65 finished it. Overall, the
survey received 76 recorded responses.

V. SURVEY RESULTS

This section contains the overall data analysis of the survey.
The survey is divided into four major blocks. The four
blocks are Personal Information, Post-Graduation Information,
Capstone Course Information and Ending Questions. The first
block, Personal Information, contains four questions. The
questions are: “What school were you enrolled in?” “Please
enter your major at Pace University” “What was your first job
title after graduation?” and “Please describe your job function
for your first job after graduation.

The second block, Post-Graduation Information contains
three questions. They are: “What were the methodologies you
implemented in your post-graduation job search?” “How long
did it take to get the first job in your field post-graduation?”
and “What was your salary you received in your first job post-
graduation?”

The third block, Capstone Course Information contains three
questions. They are: “What were the most significant skills
that you developed through the capstone course?” “If you
developed a technical skill during your capstone course, what
was that skill?” and “Which of the following did you find to
be most significant in improving your candidacy for your first
job after graduation?”

The final and fourth block, Ending Questions, utilizes the
Likert scale. There are three questions, they are: “In your
opinion, does the capstone course improve a student’s ability
to get a job after graduation?” “In your opinion, does the
capstone course improve graduate’s ability to earn promotions
within their company?” and “In your opinion, how could
capstone courses be improved to increase a student’s ability
to get a job after graduation?” The data is broken down and
analyzed block by block in this section.

The first block, Personal Information, is meant to establish
additional information about the participant. The first question,
“What school were you enrolled in?”, was fairly even between
Seidenberg and Dyson with a count of 12 for Dyson and 10 for
Seidenberg. Lubin School of Business had the fewest selec-
tions with 6. The second question “Please enter your major at
Pace University.” Was a text entry question with many different
responses. This ranged from Marketing Analytics to Computer
Science to Accounting. The third question “What was your
first job title after graduation?” is similar to the previous
question in that it is text entry so there were many different
responses. When reviewing and conducting data regarding un-
derstanding formulated opinions towards the capstone project,
understanding the personal background of the individuals that
are taking the survey for data purposes is crucial. Personal in-
formation such as salary range, previous major and current job
status are very important when comparing and contrasting the
survey data in regards to Career placement and career advance-
ment. When reviewing the personal information, the back-
ground of individuals were a mixture of public administration,
education, and IT, but the majority was Public administration
in the IT field and Education. When comparing the profession
or career status majority of these individuals stated they were
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teachers, Database analysis, theater background and IT, but
with Teachers and IT being most individuals. When comparing
the responsibilities in which these individuals currently do,
majority of these students were doing a management style
job responsibility which included leadership. When reviewing
this personal information, the opinions and decisions made
from the survey can be shown as diverse but also proving
a correlation between careers/major of students and proven
value in the Capstone course. It is worth noting that many of
the jobs submitted do seem to be specialized jobs in a career
path. For instance, there are non-degree related jobs like waiter
but there are far more entries such as “Mental health addictions
counseling” and “Web Programmer/Developer.” This suggests
that the participants did successfully secure a job in their career
field post-graduation.

Fig. 4: Results of question: ”What school were you enrolled
in?” From Pace student in the survey.

The second block, Post-Graduation Information, is meant to
establish how successful the participants were after graduation.
The measure of success used is time to secure a job in your
field and salary. Regarding starting to work and about the
professional life, the participants are asked to answer a few
questions. The first question relates to the job search which
asks, “What were the methodologies you implemented in your
post-graduation job search?” The data collected shows that
Pace students had a better approach and greater networking
capabilities that non-Pace students. As Pace alumni apply more
techniques to go for a job search.

Fig. 5: Results of question: ”How long did it take to get the
first job in your field post-graduation?” from Pace students.

Talking about their careers, a question was presented to both
the samples about how long it took for them to search for a
job. The question asked, “How long did it take to get the first
job in your field post-graduation?”

Fig. 5 gives the idea that most of the people in the sample
of Pace alumni were employed in less than three months. The
same question when asked from non-Pace alumni we see a
different trend that the average employment time increases
and goes from more than 6 months to over a year. This

has been credited to the factor that Pace alumni that passed
the capstone program had better networking opportunities.
Regarding another question that has interesting data which
asks the participants in the study “What was your salary you
received in your first job post-graduation?”. Participants from
Pace university averaged on 50k-75k a year.

Fig. 6: Results of question:”How long did it take to get the first
job in your field post-graduation?” From non-Pace students.

The third block, Capstone Course Information, is meant
to obtain more information about what students engaged in
and learned during their capstone course. There are three
questions: “What were the most significant skills that you
developed through the capstone course?”, “If you developed
a technical skill during your capstone course, what was that
skill?” and “Which of the following did you find to be most
significant in improving your candidacy for your first job after
graduation.” Goal Setting/Self Sufficient was the most popular
response with a count of 17. The second most popular response
was Teamwork/Planning with a count of 11. The third most
selected response was Agile Project Management with a count
of 9. This indicates that most Pace students felt they strongly
developed their own skills to make sure they completed their
projects on time. While another smaller but sizable portion of
the participants felt they developed their teamwork skills. This
could be attributed to how well certain teams worked together,
with teams that did not work well together feeling that they
developed self-sufficient skills, and teams that did work well
together responding that they developed their teamwork skills
the most.

The second question in this block is a text entry block for
participants who selected “Technical Skills” in the previous
question. There are many varied responses including “HTML,
Networking, Cloud Services, and Data Analysis.” It is a
fill in question so there were many participants who did
not fill in this question. The most common responses were
communication or collaboration.

The third question for this block “Which of the following
did you find to be most significant in improving your can-
didacy for your first job after graduation” is a radio button
question where participants can select the training that they
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feel helped them secure a job the most. There are 6 options,
participants can provide a value for all 6 however they are
not required to. The options are numbered 1-6. 1 indicating
the most significant and 6 being the least significant. The
most selected response was Internship with a count of 17,
however Internship had a mean value of 4.29. This indicates
that while internship was the most selected it was selected
with a lower significance value. The second most common
response was Capstone Course with a count of 14. The mean
value for Capstone Course was 2.71. This indicates that when
Capstone Course was selected it was commonly selected with
a higher significance value. Capstone Course had a higher
mean value than any other option selected which indicates
that many participants felt that the Capstone Course was a
significant factor in improving their job candidacy.

The fourth block, Ending Questions, is directly asking par-
ticipants for their opinion on how the capstone course affected
their ability to succeed in job placement and in education.
Capstone Projects are looked at as a stepping stone for students
to grow and apply previous experience and knowledge they
learned from courses to solve real life problems with real
life solutions, more to say a simulation in which will prepare
a student for their future career path. When comparing and
analyzing our surveys, particularly in the opinions of does
a capstone project offer value in career placement and career
advance, when it comes to non-pace students, majority of these
students agree that a capstone or curriculum term project does
not offer a lead in career placement and career advancement.
Reviewing these surveys and opinions, most of these students
illustrate concerns of improvement and a lack of freedom,
to allow students to apply their knowledge and creativity to
solve real life problems with real life solutions due to rigid
guidelines and structures in place by instructors. Also, to note,
these non-pace students would like the opportunity to gain
experience through internships, rather than take a course on
how to gain experience.

The Capstone course established as a mandatory course
assignment at majority of colleges and Pace University is up
for investigating whether it can assist in career placement and
career advancement. When conducting further investigations
and research in regard to figuring out if Capstone courses offer
a value in those two categories of career placement and career
advancement, we launched a survey to get an understanding
from former Pace University students in regards to career
placement and career advancement. The data from the survey
shows, that a majority of pace university students agreed or
somewhat agreed with the fact that the capstone project assists
in career placement post-graduation. While deciding if the
capstone project assists in career advancement, majority of the
individuals who took the survey stated the capstone project
does not help with career advancement/promotions. Further
investigations also show when former Pace University students
were given the chance on how the capstone project can assist
students in both categories, it can distinguish that most pace
students can agree with the fact, Capstone courses should be
giving students the chance to get live experience such as in

the field or internships, rather than developing and writing
and paper for research purposes. Also, some of these students
formed opinions stating that, it would also depend on the
students major they are working on, but it will be centralized
on getting that live experience for advancement or placement
in their career field.

When comparing these same questionnaires to Pace students
who were mandated to take a capstone course, most pace
students agree with the fact Capstone courses aided them in
career placement and career advancement. When reviewing
the surveys, it can be clearly illustrated as almost opposite
perspectives from Pace student’s vs Non-Pace students. How-
ever, when reviewing the opinions for improvement in career
placement, majority of Pace students agree with the fact, they
would like opportunity to gain experience through internships,
rather than take a capstone course. This common opinion
is thoroughly illustrated through the starting salary of Pace
students, as their salary they start off with after graduation
is in the low quartile and these pace students would like
to gain as much experience as possible before graduation to
increase their chances of landing a job with a higher salary
post-graduation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The Capstone projects are an essential part of the education
a student receives at the university. This study explains how the
capstone program makes a difference in the professional lives
of the students. As shown in the project the capstone project
has illustrated to give students a chance to apply previous
knowledge, previous course material and apply creativity to
solve real life problems with real life solutions based on a
student’s field of study or major. When Pace Graduates were
given the chance to express opinions on how a capstone project
can be improved, it can be concluded to show that majority
of areas for improvement would be flexible guidelines, more
opportunities to gain real life experience such as intern expe-
rience. Given these opportunities it will increase the chance
for undergraduate students to land jobs after graduation, assist
in career advance and gain crucial experience in their field of
study.

The Capstone project value analysis can also be illustrated
to benefit a diverse group of majors and diverse group of
annual income individuals with a diverse group of professional
careers. These being said, it can illustrated the capstone project
can benefit a range of individuals from being in the technical
environment such as computer science, Information technol-
ogy, Information systems to education, theater dance and
public administration. The ranges of salary that an individual
who provided information in regards to a capstone project
benefits them or not, is not a consideration or a factor that can
biased results as it shown, diverse groups of salary incomes,
provided similar answers if a capstone project assisted them
in career placement and advancement.

From this research and analysis, it can be shown the
capstone project can assist students in career advancement and
placement, but truly depends on their field of study.
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